FPRF SUNRISE CASE 6-29-2015
The scientific investigation took place on Monday June 29, 2015 by Laila and Rita from FPRF. The client’s
name is Pam and we have had several cases at her house in Plantation in the recent past. She now lives in a one
story single family home in the City of Sunrise along with her boyfriend Chris and their pets. Pam has always
been sensitive and noticed something about this house right away six months ago when they decided to move
in. She said a neighbor had told her the previous owner’s son (Ashton?), who was around 18 years old, had died
in a car crash on I-95 about six years ago. Police could not find his parents or brother right after the crash so he
died alone. The neighbor also said their houses are built on top of Indian burial grounds. Pam said that she had
sent a video she took to a psychic lady she met on Facebook and she was able to hear what the spirits are
saying. She told Pam there were two spirits: one that didn’t want to go through and another one that did walk
through to the light.
During our investigation, all of a sudden an EMF reader started going off a lot with lights and noise within the
NW bedroom but turned off when we sat down in that room. We recorded many pictures and videos of flying
orbs in the bedrooms and living room. Pam mentioned that the SW bedroom sometimes smells really bad for no
reason. One of Rita’s investigation devices that speaks random words said these words during the course of the
evening: Story, highway, tin, holiday, under, entire, proof, highway, sent, east, Africa, rabbit, wide, apple, zoo,
cotton, supper, muse, foliage, business, amount, lay, and human.
The spiritual investigation was held on Monday July 13, 2015 by psychic Marlene from Miami Ghost
Chronicles and FPRF member. Once inside in the hallway/living room area she immediately pointed out that
something there inspects everyone coming in, feels distrust and doesn’t want to be seen or found itself. She
went to the NW bedroom and noticed that a clothing hangar moved by itself. She said the word “groom” came
to her mind. She also saw a shadow move in the mirror behind her. She felt unwanted there and that this is an
intelligent haunting (not residual) that is using Pam as a power source. She asked Pam if the spirit has been
trying to communicate through dreams/sleep or trying to make her feel fear and things that Pam realize are not
her own feelings, such as severe depression. Pam confirmed. Marlene said that the spirit had been actively
seeking death for a long time to get away from fear but was disappointed when realizing that death was not as
expected. Pam told us she had a friend that committed suicide recently. Marlene said the words “firearm”,
“bullet”, “butterflies” and the name “Nelson” came to her mind and that someone had opened a circular vortex
in the house where the spirits can come and go. Pam revealed that the previous owner (George H) was a very
religious minister. Marlene said this particular spirit is the one in charge and decides who of the other spirits in
the house has access to Pam when they need help crossing over. She felt that the crawlspace in the attic stood
out, that she could hear noise coming from there and that is where the spirits hide/hang out. We walked to the
NE living room and Marlene said this was not an original part of the house and that she felt nothing there
because to the spirits that place does not exist. When walking toward the SW bedroom she felt chills/touch and
didn’t want to enter at first. Someone had contacted negative entities in that room, which had haunted the family
for a long time. Pam thinks that was the son’s room. Marlene said the spirit feels trapped in a grey area and has
lost faith since the negativity in life that made him commit suicide is still persecuting him in death. Therefore he
was not sure he was dead until now.
Marlene also noticed other spirits. A positive old lady outside with white hair in bun and a female entity of low
level negativity inside, who steals women’s stuff, that can easily be crossed over. Marlene said the high number
of orbs is due to the active vortex and wanted to know if the neighbors have had any experiences. Pam didn’t
think so but said Chris has experienced touch, shadows and things moving. Marlene recommended Pam not coexisting with these spirits, closing the vortex and opening a tunnel of light, and wanted to know what Pam really
wants to accomplish. She explained that if the client has an underlying desire to keep the spirits then Marlene’s
work would not help. Pam confirmed that she wants the spirits gone because she knows that the longer they stay
the more of a target she becomes. Right after this the EMF pod started to go off like crazy because spirits are
gathering from all around the vicinity trying to cross over. Marlene mentioned the name Areka, which is close
to H(redacted) (George Allan H(redacted). Something lingering in the house is still connected to him, but wants
to leave. Pam said she burned some sage when she moved into the house.
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Marlene started by calling upon the arch-angel, entities of light and all other angles working in this field. She
opened up a tunnel of light and asked all entities to go to the light and bring forward any person the spirits
would recognize to help guide them to the light. The tunnel of light opened outside in the backyard. She asked
the angels to keep us and those crossing over safe. There were many (how many?) spirits and even animal
spirits crossing over. She said there are always spirits that don’t want to cross over and she can’t make them.
The negative ones hide. Only thing she can do is tell them to go into another room to think about it and not
bother people. The tunnel of light could not open inside the house because the vortex is still open in the house.
Next we went into the SW bedroom and Marlene called upon positive energy and bringers of light to come and
closed the portal and for the angels to bind and cleanse the portal. She thinks someone opened the vortex by
digging a water well. These spirits are called “elementals” and neither good or bad, and have no morals.
Elementals are ancient grey beings tied to the ground or mountains. Marlene threw some salt crystals in the
corner of the vortex and asked Pam to plant something there as a peace offering. She explained that the vortex is
like a fresh wound that needs time to be permanently sealed.
Marlene asked if Rita would mind being a medium. After asking a series of personality questions she
hypnotized Rita by making her relax and imagine she was standing in warm water rising up. She asked Rita
what she could see behind her in a big imagined mirror. She said she could see her spirit guide but he did not
say anything. She also saw an old farmer (Ben) who crying and wants peace. Rita opened another tunnel of
light. He hesitated but eventually walked on smiling and saying thank you. Then Rita saw her father, who wants
to move on. He asked for forgiveness, she let him go and the angels came and guided him through the light.
After that there were a few more shy and hesitant spirits that slowly came forward, showed themselves and
walked into the light. Finally when Marlene asked Rita to connect with the spirit in the bedroom and she looked
very hard, she said she could hear an aggravated voice who said he cannot do anything about the situation and
wants to stay. He doesn’t want to show himself and promise to do no harm. Rita describes him as a square piece
of rock that somehow turned into a small gnome.
Marlene describes Pam’s spirit guide, who is a white female who was abducted by native Americans around
1850. She has long red hair in braids and was chosen for Pam to teach her self-preservation. After that we
closed the investigation for now.

